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Outline of Talk

• Importance of biodiversity

•Difficulties of studying ecology and biodiversity in nature

•Environmental study of airborne DNA as one (tentative) solution

•Applications of airborne DNA collection directly related to population 
surveys, human health and aging

• Limitations of airborne DNA collection

• Some future directions
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DNA Pulled from Thin Air Identifies Nearby Animals
…and can be used to identify local biodiversity…
Stokstad, Science Magazine, 20July2021



Why DNA: Utility as a Molecular Biomarker

•Molecule that withstands 
degrading more than most

• Forms linkages with other 
chemical substances (e.g., 
adducts)

•Can be used to identify species 
(“barcoding”) and individuals 
because of molecule size and 
heterogeneity

•Central links to physiological 
function, health and disease

Swedish Nobel-winning scientist for 
extracting DNA from 40,000 y/o bones



Challenges Facing Direct Collection of Environmental 
DNA Through Fieldwork (Genes 2019;10;192) 

• Natural history of eDNA not fully understood

• High costs of field sample data collection

• Volume of sample elements is large and diverse

• Data collection can be dangerous for the collectors

• Humans often don’t volunteer (blood, feces, other microbiota)

• Animal sampling can be environmentally destructive or lethal

• Sampling can be time-consuming, dangerous and stressful for scientists and 
technicians



Airborne Environmental DNA Captures Territorial Vertebrate 
Diversity in Nature: Denmark Mol Ecol Resour 2023;00:1020



Findings of a Systematic Review of Terms Related to 
Biodiversity
(Sci Total Env, March, 2024, 171692)



Applications and Technologies Related to Airborne 
DNA Collection



Aircraft Surveys for Air eDNA: Probing Biodiversity 
(PeerJ   doi: 10.7717/peerj.15171)



Environmental Genomic Surveillance for Antibiotic 
Resistance Genes
Nature Reviews Genetics 2024; 25:142-157

• Pollution (biocides, pesticides, chemicals & 
metals, pharmaceuticals) causes bacterial 
evolution of antibiotic resistance genes

• Bacterial change mechanisms:
-Transformation
-Transduction (phage release)
-Conjugation (“mating” with other 
bacteria)



Distribution of Summer Urban/Rural (UK) Plant Airborne DNA 
(pollen extract) 
(Aerobiologia 2022;38:591-596)



BioWatch and Future Technological Resources for 
Airborne DNA  NASEM Workshop PMID 29771479, 2018

•DNA capture and extraction 
systems

• “Field” mass spectrometry

•Point-of-need PCR

•Rapid, targeted next-generation 
sequencing

• Indoor surveillance 
modifications
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Air Filter Sampling for Tuberculosis DNA in Clinical Areas
(Infect Control Hosp Epidemiology 2023; 44:744-749)



Diseases Causes by Mold and Fungal Spores
(Source: Microsoft Co-Pilot AI-aided; Downloaded 17Mar24)

•Allergic and invasive aspergillosis

•Aspergillomas

•Allergic rhinitis (hay fever)

•Hypersensitivity pneumonitis

• Superinfection in persons with 
immunosuppressive conditions

•Atopic dermatitis (?)

•Candidiasis (C. auris)



Household “Microbiome:” Five Cities in Northern 
Europe https://ubmed.com/m/37523308

•Household characteristics
-Season sampled/ weather averages

-No./demographics of occupants

-Cats/dogs in house/bedrooms

-Kitchen fan use

-Types of heating/ventilation/air cond. systems

-Cleaning chemicals and systems

-Mold visibility/odor

-Water damage  

•More DNA/RNA species 
identified:

-More occupants

-More pets

-Younger vs. older people

-More evidence of mold…

https://ubmed.com/m/37523308


In Patients with COPD and in Healthy Controls, Antibiotic 
Resistance Genes can be Identified.  (BMJ Open Respir Res 5(1):e000321)

“Special” facemask 
fitted with synthetic 
fibers; single-use



Non-Self and Self-DNA from:
Skin Swabs Forensic Sci Int: Genetics 57 (2022) 102661

Non Skin (Sebum) Swabs Forensic Sci Int: Genetics 56 (2022) 102626





Issues and Limitations of Collecting Airborne DNA (and 
other Environmental Sources, e.g., Water, Sewage)

•Over-abundance of DNA of less understood sources

•Costs are still a real issue; sample collection and transport

• Sample collection devices still being improved

•Doesn’t avoid complex laboratory methods

•Measurement and analysis problems

•Attendant ethical issues (e.g. human genome “by-catch”)
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In Summary: Some Potential Benefits for Older People Using 
Emerging Airborne DNA Technology 

• Non-invasive DNA collection, including microbiota 
(personal and environmental)
• Rapid detection of DNA-based threats:

- Genes for antibiotic resistance
- Real time detection of microbial threats (e.g., Listeria 
spp, molds/fungi, COVID-19)
- Tuberculosis/ Other pathogens

• Forensic evidence for elder mistreatment
• Searches for lost/missing older persons (e.g, 

dementia)
• Endless research applications (mtDNA, 

epigenetics, aging clocks, RNA, etc.)
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